
Moving Retail Forward



RETAIL SERVICES

DELIVERING STRATEGIC SOLUTIONS FOR RETAIL

Innovative Solutions in Real Estate Services

40+ years of industry experience

Dedicated team for each account

Represent leading and global brands

In house analytics and insights

North American representation

Disposition or restructuring of leases

Retail portfolio management

360◦ marketing support

At Oberfeld Snowcap, retail expertise runs deep. We are one of Canada’s leading retail 
real estate consulting firms with over 40 years of experience in the industry. Our team  
of advisors merge their insights with market intelligence to provide services and solutions 
that evolve to meet the challenges posed by today’s retail environment and that adapt  
to our clients’ needs with the goal of adding lasting business value.

Trusted advice forged from years of in-house experience with retailers and landlords,  
along with our deep industry relationships, form the foundation of our client’s success.

We offer comprehensive real estate solutions that support the business objectives  
of our clients.
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Connecting People, Places 
and Experiences



Connecting brands to the right location to thrive
TENANT REPRESENTATION

 
TENANT REPRESENTATION SERVICES

O/S Explore

This has been our specialty for over 40 years, partnering with retail brands to connect people, places 
to deliver memorable experiences and business results. Finding the right location where your brand 
can thrive and flourish is unique to every business. Clients both large and small in every segment of 
retail can leverage our knowledge and network of locations. Combined with our industry rich insights 
we help ensure your business’s success.

Retail Store locations have proven to be an important growth strategy even for online brands and  
omni-channel brands. Oberfeld Snowcap is helping hundreds of retailers, restaurants and other retail 
brands face these challenges by strategically identifying, negotiating and acquiring new locations  
or relocating locations.

Our team of expert advisers are attuned to the marketplace and know the product availability 
in each market. Our relationships with landlords keep us on top of retail development, existing 
inventory, and upcoming retail space. We combine this with our analytics to follow demographic 
shifts and current and future household growth to predict future areas of opportunity.

Strategic planning

Deep local market knowledge

Site selection

Detailed market analysis

Market penetration strategies

Multi-market expansion services

Negotiate leasing terms
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RESTRUCTURING AND DISPOSITION

 
RETAIL DISPOSITION SERVICES

O/S Advantage

Oberfeld Snowcap is the leading specialist in Canada for helping retailers deal with lease 
restructuring and real estate disposition. We will provide strategies to unlock liquidity, maximize 
opportunity and deliver savings. Disposing of excess space demands fast, targeted and effective 
marketing. It requires creativity to find new uses for space and analytic tools to find voids in the 
local market. Whether you have made a strategic shift, have surplus retail space as a result of 
mergers and acquisitions, or you are optimizing your store portfolio because of omni-channel 
distribution, Oberfeld Snowcap has successfully handled some of the most complex portfolio 
disposition assignments for some of the biggest retailers in Canada.

Partnering to find the right solution to improve the bottom line

Strategic analysis and recommendations to optimize real estate portfolio

Constant market monitoring by our team of expert negotiators

Negotiate lease renewals directly with landlords on behalf of clients

Site specific strategies and recommendations

Manage all aspects of store closing and relocations

Comprehensive reporting and financial analysis throughout the process
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Providing strategies to unlock liquidity, 
maximize opportunity and deliver savings



MARKET ANALYTICS
Employing state-of-the-art GIS systems marketing psychographics and demographics, 
mobility data, competitor and financial analysis and space analysis tools, we provide 
insights into who and where our client’s target customers are located, positioning them 
for success.  Our consultative approach aligns strategy and execution, while leveraging 
technology to gather and analyze information in a way that brings customer-minded 
decisions into focus for our clients.  

Market analysis & insight recommendations

Site selection and strategic planning

Market segmentation and demographic data analysis

Conduct drive-time, walk-time and radius 
ring analysis for optimal travel time

Utilize insights to identify gaps I the market

Custom GIS mapping

Smarter market intelligence delivers better solutions

O/S Connect
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Analytic Solutions

STRATEGIC SITE SELECTION
Demographic data reports help 
characterize your market. Oberfeld 
Snowcap’s sophisticated ‘Location 
Analytic Solutions’, coupled with our 
unique team of leading market experts in 
the retail industry, provide mapping and 
valuable insights for strategic site selection 
and real estate developments.

Demographics

CUSTOMER PROFILE
Understand the demographic, 
lifestyle and behavioral traits  
of people living in any 
geographic area.

Geographic

THE DISTANCE
Retail real estate is constantly evolving, 
thanks in part to the rise of e-commerce 
coupled with consumers moving from 
urban centres to the suburbs. We 
help retailers navigate the changing 
environment and identify the right 
location strategy to attract their  
ideal customers. 

Connecting brands to the right location,
from street front to retail centre

 MARKET ANALYTICS SERVICES



Montreal
8000 Decarie Blvd, Suite 290  
Montreal, QC  H4P 2S4  
T (514) 738-4330 
montreal@oberfeldsnowcap.com

Toronto
121 King Street West, Suite 1800 
Toronto, ON  M5H 3T9  
T (416) 593-1595 
toronto@oberfeldsnowcap.com

Calgary
6455 Macleod Trail SW, Suite 701 
Calgary, AB  T2H 0K9  
T (403) 460-8146 
calgary@oberfeldsnowcap.com

Vancouver
701 West Georgia Street 
PO BOX 10127, Suite 1500 
Vancouver, BC  V7Y 1C6 
T (604) 757-9476 
vancouver@oberfeldsnowcap.com

OberfeldSnowcap.com

Let us know how

WE CAN MEET YOUR RETAIL 
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
Today’s marketplace is highly competitive, and data driven. Using sophisticated analytical 
tools studying market conditions, occupancy and space inventory along with leading market 
strategies, our team of experts will create the strategy unique to your property.


